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Growing Up God's Way for Girls Crossway
McGuffey's Readers. Public school. Family prayers. In the 1800s, these were primary and
successful strategies by which children learned to become Christians. Sunday school was
developed to support what was already being done at home and in school. Today many
churches still rely on the nineteenth-century model to encourage young people to become
disciples of Christ. In Growing Up Christian, Dr. C. Ellis Nelson explores why these
strategies are inadequate for the twenty-first century and offers practical, specific guidance
for congregations who wish to nurture disciples of Christ more effectively. Part 1 describes
the pattern of influences that form our images of God. Given the way culture and family
influence the rising generation, Part 2 outlines a strategy for nurturing disciples that
capitalizes on the persuasive power of the congregation in fellowship, worship, and
instruction. A detailed discussion guide further assists congregations who wish to form a
study group to assess and improve their Christian education.
Growing in Christ [kit] B&H Publishing Group
In Growth Has No Boundaries, Drs. Cloud and Townsend give readers age-old keys to growth
from the Scriptures, with life applications unique from what many Christians have previously
thought and were told. Whether life is going well or whether a person is struggling in some area,
the insights in this book are essential to progressing spiritually, relationally, and emotionally.
Based on their bestselling book How People Grow, Drs. Cloud and Townsend explore what it
takes to experience increasing strength and depth in a person’s spiritual walk, marriage and
family life, friendships, personal development--in everything life is about? Unpacking the
practical and passionate theology that forms the backbone of their speaking and writing, the
authors shatter popular misconceptions about how God operates and how growth happens.
Readers will discover: The essential processes that make people grow How these processes fit into
a biblical understanding of spiritual growth and theology How spiritual growth and real-life issues
are one and the same The responsibility people have for their own personal growth Shining
focused light on the great doctrines and themes of Christianity, Growth Has No Boundaries
shows why all growth is spiritual growth and how a person can grow in ways they never thought
possible.
Everything You Need Bible Study Guide Christian Faith Publishing, Inc.
Born to Grow is an entertaining exploration of the four pathways of growth God
has for your life. In this book you will... Understand how God works everything for
your good. Discover God's ultimate goal for your life. Learn four distinct ways God
wants you to grow. Be inspired, led and empowered by the Holy Spirit to become
increasingly more like Jesus. Allow me the privilege of taking you on the exciting
and joyful journey of growth with God. You were Born to Grow! -Pierre M. Eade
"Born to Grow by Pierre Eade provides any Christian seeking to personally
worship God in spirit and truth with a wonderful, practical guide for spiritual
maturing in Christ." -Robert Sterns, Founder and Director of Eagles' Wings "You
must read Pierre Eade's Born to Grow. His delightful humor, stories, insights, and
growing tips will encourage, motivate, and empower you in the joyful journey of
spiritual growth in Christ." -Dr. Larry Keefauver, Bestselling Christian Author
"Take the journey of spiritual growth from one of the Church's most promising
young authors...It is one of the most enjoyable books that I have read in a long
time." - Dr. Scott McDermott, Lead Pastor "Pierre Eade has a flare for writing that
tickles the mind...I highly recommend Born to Grow to nurture and spur you on in
Christ." - Dr. Scott Turansky, Author of Parenting is Heart Work "Through a fun

and witty exploration of the Christian life, Pierre Eade presents four ways every
Christian must grow to really enjoy intimacy with Abba Father." - Michael J. Pfau,
M.Ed., Professional Life Coach "With compelling stories, gentle humor, and
practical steps, Born to Grow is an indispensible companion on your journey closer
to God." - Kim Avery, MA, Professional Counselor, Board Certified Life Coach Find
Practical Articles on Christian Living and Buy Additional Copies of this Book:
www.christiangrowthnetwork.com
Dr Christian's Guide to Growing Up AuthorHouse
Dr Christian Jessen tells it like it is, in this upfront and unashamed companion to growing up.
Coming to the rescue of parents, boys and girls, Dr Christian is ready to answer all their
questions about adolescence, sexuality and puberty. In his assured, no-nonsense fashion, he
allays the fears and uncertainties of growing youngsters (and helps parents find answers)
about puberty, sex, personal and emotional health and body image. Addressing all those
cringey questions parents squirm at answering, Dr Christian's sensible, light-hearted advice
guides boys and girls on the path to be coming healthy, happy adults. Covering issues such
as: puberty, diet, sex, sexuality, self-esteem/body image, personal health, emotional health
and bullying.
8 Habits for Growth WestBow Press
Growing up God's way forGirls is a colourful, fully illustrated book available as separate versions for
boys and girls. It is intended for children approaching or experiencing puberty, typically represented
by the 10-14 years old age range. The artwork haas been specially produced for the book and
includes accurate biological drawings as well as 'cartoon' illustrations to keep the young reader
interested. Most importantly of all, the Bible is the constant reference point, so that what the Bible
has to say about the matters dealt with is always front and centre. The result is that this book conveys
essential biblical ethical teaching as well as the facts about puberty. For example, here's an extract
from the teaching on the chapter on 'Physical Intimacy' (in this case in the girls version): So special
that God has given us rules It might seem attractive to live in a world where there are no laws. (Of
course it would mean that your parents would never be able to tell you that you were doing
something wrong!) But have you ever thought what would happen if there were no laws about how
we should drive a car? The laws of the road make it safe for us to drive. If there were none, many
more people on the road would get injured and driving would be a very frightening experience. God
has given us a law regarding how we relate to the opposite sex in sexual intimacy. This law is the
seventh of the Ten Commandments: 'You shall not commit adultery' (Exodus 20:14). From this verse
and other passages in the Bible, we learn that all sexual activity outside marriage is wrong. The word
adultery means either being married and experiencing sexual intimacy with someone who is not your
husband, or experiencing sexual intimacy with someone else's husband. In the New Testament, God
warns us to 'flee from sexual immorality' (1 Corinthians 6:18). The term 'sexual immorality' includes
any sexual activity that is not between a husband and his wife. The fact that God has given us a
specific command to keep sexual intimacy for marriage shows how important God considers sexual
intimacy to be. The husband and wife are important to Him, their marriage is important to Him,
and the new life that may result from sexual intimacy is important to Him. God's law about sexual
intimacy is for our safety and well-being - it protects us, it protects marriage, and it protects young
life.
The Practical Handbook for Christian Living Moody Publishers
When we become Christians, we consciously repent of our bad habits--a promise to make a
180° turn from habits that displease God toward habits that please Him. We do this through
and by faith alone. Yet faith alone does not suddenly “make good” our promise. It is our
faith that gives us the reason to act upon our promise, but our action is still needed. So how
do we put action into our plan? How do we rid ourselves of these bad habits and substitute
habits that are in God’s will? This book will help you do just that⋯create a lifestyle of doing
God’s will. You will learn how to: * Develop a lifestyle of greater respect for God * Love
God with all of your being * Learn to love and care for others * Witness in a way that takes
your personality and abilities into account * Develop a lifestyle where Bible study is a
throughout-the-day activity And that’s why this book is called LET’S GET GROWING,
CHRISTIANS! It’s about practically applying plans of action to get you growing as a

Christian—living a life of doing God’s will.
Biblical Discipleship Study Guide: Essential Components for Attaining Spiritual Maturity
Revell
You Mean I Can Ask That? Boys’ bodies do the craziest things! They can knock a baseball
out to right field or trip in front of class. But at a certain point, those bodies start to grow up
and go through some wild changes. You might be wondering things like: Why don't I look
like him? How can I get buff without steroids? And how can I handle that talk my parents
want to have—you know, the talk? Yikes! Guy Talk answers all the important questions you
want answers to but would rather not ask, mixing fun with great advice for growing guys.
30 Days to Growing in Your Faith Xulon Press
“What is faith?” Is it merely a mental process? Is it a type of self-empowerment? This study for
small groups and individuals takes people to the book of James to find the answers they need. Open-
ended discussion questions, Bible passages, and easy-to-understand explanations and applications
help participants understand that a Christian life of faith is genuine and active, and transforms every
aspect of their daily lives. About This Series: Stonecroft Bible Studies encourage people to know God
and grow in His love through exploration of His life-transforming Word, the Bible. Each book is
designed for both seekers and new believers and includes easy-to-understand explanations and
applications of Bible passages, study questions, and a journal for notes and prayers.
Five Things Every Christian Needs to Grow Morgan James Publishing
There's nothing more powerful than to grow in your identity in Christ. This 2-in-1 devotional and journal
leads you through 72 unique facets of your identity in Christ. Experience the freedom, power and passion
that God intends for your life. Step into the peace and joy of living fully in your identity in Christ.
*International shipping available*
Growing Up Christian Little, Brown
Leaders who are interested in planting or revitalizing congregations often feel discouraged and defeated after
leadership conferences, or after reading about the ‘heroes’ of church planting and church growth. “They
are amazing,” they say. “I can’t be that amazing.” But Jesus’ load is easy and his burden is light.
When we examine the practices and characteristics of those ‘heroes’, we see striking trends and
commonalities. Aspiring church leaders can learn the practices and develop the characteristics that will lead
to successful churches. Instead of feeling defeated, new leaders should have a hope-filled sense of what new
thing they can do. Authors Matt Miofsky and Jason Byasse carefully researched, interviewed, and profiled
successful church-growers across the U.S., and identified 8 characteristics these leaders and their
congregations have in common. These pastors are still learning, still figuring out how to do this work and how
to faithfully live into God’s call. But for now, how are they doing what they do? What mistakes have they
made & learned from? Where have they paid the stupid tax that others should avoid? Each of these
‘heroes’ is painfully ordinary and up front about their flaws. And each can see slightly farther than the rest
of us. What do they see that we can learn from? Discover the 8 characteristics, and learn how to adapt them
for your own congregation and calling: Believe in miracles and act accordingly Integrate new people quickly
Love the local Exist to reach the next person Elevate the practice of giving Work in teams Preach effectively
to skeptics Make friends with the denomination
Dr Christian's Guide to Growing Up Online (Hashtag: Awkward) Moody Publishers
FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE BESTSELLER 30 DAYS TO UNDERSTANDING THE
BIBLE. Deepen your faith, strengthen your relationship with God, and enrich your life with this
practical guide for spiritual growth. In 30 Days to Growing in Your Faith, Max Anders uses a
repetition and response methodology to outline a helpful framework for Christian living. To make a
complex topic easier to grasp, this book is divided into three sections that reflect the basics of spiritual
growth: KNOW: feed your mind with the truth BE: integrate your life with the lives of other solid
Christians DO: get up each day and try your best to do what is true and right Within each of these
sections, Max outlines the most important things you need to know, using simple explanations and
workbook-style learning to drive biblical truth into the hearts and minds of those who seek it.
Themes like these will be addressed: Eternal perspective and purpose Desired attitudes, values, and
behavior Responsibilities as followers of Christ Insightful, engaging, and easy-to-use, 30 Days to
Growing in Your Faith balances classic Christian teaching with innovative applications for today,
giving you a solid foundation for a lifetime of growing in your faith. If you've been wondering how to
engage with God's Word in your daily life, this is a must-read.
Born to Grow HarperChristian Resources
This 16 Week Study Guide is exceptionally practical and life-transforming. It is taken from the main
book Biblical Discipleship: Essential Components for Attaining Spiritual Maturity. However, it is a
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“stand-alone” book study that is designed to be used on its own. Its purpose is to take the 14 core
principles of discipleship and put them into practice. Today, we have many ways of defining success
in life. Some define it as being a sports hero, others as being wealthy, others as being popular and well-
liked, and still others as being happy. How does God define success? He defines it as being spiritually
mature!
The Nine Levels of Anointing Power for Christian Growth Zondervan
Learn Biblical and Spiritual answers to many topics concerning Christians today. Dr. Larry Ollison tackles
many topics including: abundance, faith, authority, healing, finances, prayer, salvation, words, right thinking,
relationships, maturity, love, grace, forgiveness, fear, attitude, worry and many more. This handbook is a
discipleship manual that is practical, realistic and personal, in addition to being doctrinally sound. It provides
daily inspiration, guidance, encouragement, comfort, and reassurance. Each section in the book is short
enough so that you, as a busy reader, will have time to think about each lesson, which will nurture your spirit.
One of the most valuable features inside of this book is the use of true-to-life illustrations that convincingly
demonstrate the authority of God's Word and the power of simple faith. If you desire to have a greater
understanding and a deeper relationship with God, then this is the book for you.
The Journey From Milk to Meat EP BOOKS
In this fun and interactive book from bestselling author Nancy Rue, all the questions girls 8 to 12 ask
about their changing bodies and growing up are answered, along with advice and health tips
designed to help you become the confident, beautiful young woman God created you to be. Whether
you’re noticing new curves and hair growing where it never did before, or feel like your emotions
are always on the surface, you likely have a lot of questions about what is going on inside you ⋯ and
what it means. No matter how big the question or how embarrassing it may sound, Nancy Rue is
here with answers. Inside You! A Christian Girl’s Guide to Growing Up, you’ll discover: honest
answers to your changing-body questions health and beauty tips quizzes and journaling space to help
you figure out where you are in your puberty journey medical and spiritual facts on the things you
wonder about advice from girls like you who have been where you are Most importantly, you’ll
discover the true beauty that is revealed as you grow closer to God, and all the things you’re going
through are actually part of his plan for the beautiful, confident, grown-up you! You! A Christian
Girl’s Guide to Growing Up: can be used as a supplement to school health classes looks at puberty
from a Christian perspective helps make adolescence understandable and manageable for young girls
features a conversational tone and fun features
Blooming for Christ Thomas Nelson
Finally, TV's favourite doctor, Dr Christian, comes to the rescue of parents, boys and girls to
answer all their questions about adolescence, sexuality and puberty. Leave it on the coffee
table or sit down and go through it together - this ebook is a godsend for every family
household with children under the age of 15.
Let's Get Growing, Christians! A Practical Guide to Creating a Lifestyle of Doing God's Will Abingdon Press
After the New Birth comes growth. If there is no growth, there is no life. To be in Christ means to be saved,
converted, regenerated, sanctified, and continually growing in grace and knowledge. Christian growth is
learning what God wants through his Word; doing what God wants; and living our lives through his love.
The evidence of growth in grace and knowledge can be found in (1) an increase in love; (2) an increase in
faith (3) an increase in respect for God's Word; and (4) an increase of the fruit of the Spirit. God wants us to
grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior. But how can we who are in Christ grow in a
suitable and wholesome manner? In the ABC's of Christian Growth you will find guidelines for growth in the
Christian's life. We will explore from A to Z some basic principles to embrace in the day to day walk with the
Lord. When these ideologies are applied to the life of the believer, growth is inevitable.
Growing in the Christian Life Zonderkidz
Over 60% of marriages in the United States end in divorce. The pain and emotional suffering of
separation and divorce wreaks havoc not only on families of the world but in the body of Christ as
well. Selecting the wrong partner or being ill prepared for marriage undoubtedly are two major
factors contributing to the ever-growing divorce rate. The Christians guide to mate selection and
marital preparation will give the reader, Christians and non-Christians alike the insight, wisdom and
practical strategies needed to select a competent compatible mate as well as prepare them for a long
lasting lovable marriage. In this book, you will discover: What marriage really is 5 reasons why
couples might refuse the counsel they so desperately need to make their marriage a success How to
choose Mr. or Ms. Right The greatest mistakes people make when choosing a mate The role of your
family of origin in mate selection (using the genogram) How to avoid defective dating How and why
you should maximize your single life before getting married. Six qualities to look for in a mate Eight
essential things you must understand before walking down the aisle. Understanding blended family
issues when marrying someone that already has children What to do before you say I Do- Rules of
engagement Preparing for the sacrifices of companionship And practical marital preparations. This
must read book is a prerequisite to a healthy happy marriage Stop! Don't say "I Do" without reading
How People Grow Harrison House
A practical program for developing a deeper, more authentic relationship with God Written
for anyone who wants to develop a deeper more meaningful relationship with God, Mansions
of the Heart offers a step-by-step guide through a spiritual formation road map based on
Teresa of Avila's Seven Mansions. The book includes a Mapping Tool that will help you

discern your place on your spiritual journey and offers church leaders a process for helping
church members to grow into spiritual maturity. Contains a spiritual program based on the
writings of Teresa of Avila, one of Christianity's most profound and beloved mystical teachers
Offers a complete, step-by-step program for spiritual growth Includes information for leading
others in their spiritual journeys Appropriate for all kinds of Christians
Created for Connection Destiny Image Publishers
Spiritual growth and a plant’s growth cycle are not different. Like the balloon plant, Christians grow in
stages. Our spiritual timeline begins once we accept Christ. Then a seed germinates into a young plant that
eventually blooms and shares faith experiences, which reproduces more faith and spreads seeds according to
God’s plan. Finally, the plant develops into a mature Christian who is God’s harvester in preordained
gardens. In the conclusion of her discipleship trilogy, Reverend Barbara A. F. Brehon shares scripture,
wisdom, and a plant lifecycle comparison to gently move believers toward the light of the Lord in their
respective growing seasons. Through her guidance, believers will learn how to strengthen their faith and sow
seeds that encourage new believers and others to bloom where they are planted, clarify and fulfill their divine
purpose, and grow intimacy with the Lord, who refines the mission. Blooming for Christ is an enlightening
guide that offers scripture and insight to help believers grow closer to God and please the Lord in all seasons
of life.
The Ultimate Guys' Body Book Marriage Resources International Inc
"Sheep swapping", "shuffling of the saints"- Whatever you call it, many churches are growing only
because Christians transfer from one church to another. What's more, many churches aren't growing
at all. The problem, according to authors, Dann Spader and Gary Mayes, is that too many church
calendars are filled with outdated, mediocre programs that have become more of a burden than a
blessing. That, coupled with the fact that these programs minister almost exclusively to Christians,
leaves little for the non-Christian "seeker" to get excited about. Growing a Healthy Church is not a
list of trendy new programs for your church agenda. It is a journey of rediscovery. Spader and Mayes
look closely at the four stages of spiritual growth in relation to outreach. Using the innovative "M-
level" system, these gifted men show how a church can minister to all individuals regardless of their
levels of maturity in potential service. This helps eliminate the mistakes of forcing new Christians into
service that may overwhelm them or may leave the mature Christian unchallenged. Proven
successful through SonLife and churches who have used this system, this resource will help you focus
on the simplicity of Christ's ministry, enabling you to build an effective discipling strategy for your
church.
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